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The term Impedance is a general term which can be applied to any electrical ethnicity which
impedes (obstruct) the flow of the current. Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925) coined Impedance definition, as
well as many other terms of art in electromagnetic theory: Inductance, Admittance, Conductance,
Permeability, Permittance (Susceptance), Reluctance, Electret.
Oliver Heaviside also reformulated Maxwell's field equations in terms of electric and magnetic
forces and energy flux, and independently co-formulated Vector Analysis, which is needed to express
the impedance in coordinates.
Impedance Matching was originally developed for electrical power, but can be applied to any
other field where a form of energy (not necessarily electrical) is transferred between a source and a load.
 The first Impedance Matching concept in RF domain was related to Antenna Matching.
Designing an antenna can be seen as matching the free space to a transmitter or a receiver.
Impedance Matching is always performed between two specified terminations


The main purpose of Impedance Matching is to match two different terminations (Rsource and RLoad)
through a specific pass-band, without having control over stop-band frequencies.
We may assume that component losses are negligible but parasitic effects need to be considered.

Reactance and LC Resonance







Reactance X is a measure of the opposition to the current of Capacitance C and Inductance L.
Reactance is measured in ohms and varies with the frequency of the AC signal.
Reactance takes two forms: Inductive (XL), and Capacitive (XC).
XL = ω L = 2 π f L
XC = 1 / (ω C) = 1 / (2 π f C)
Where: ω is angular frequency, f is frequency, L is inductance, and C is capacitance.
When the magnitudes of L reactance and C reactance are equal, the L-C pair resonates.
At resonance the net reactance of a series-connected L-C circuit is zero (a short circuit), and the
net reactance of a parallel-connected L-C circuit is infinite (an open circuit).
The resonant frequency is getting by equating the magnitudes of the L and C reactances (XL = XC)
Resonant frequency is given by:

Quality-Factor
The Quality Factor Q serves as a measure of a reactance’s purity (how close it is to being a pure
reactance, and not a resistance), and is defined as the ratio of the energy stored in a component to the
energy dissipated by the component.





Q is a dimensionless unit and is expressed function of reactance X and resistance R as:
Q=X/R
It should be stated that Q of the L-C circuit is defined at circuit resonance.
If the circuit reactance is plotted as a function of frequency, the slope of the reactance at
resonance is a measure of Q.



The Quality Factor Q of a reactive component (inductor or a capacitor) is the ratio of its reactance
magnitude to its resistance.
Q of an inductor:

Q of a capacitor:

Unloaded-Q
 The loaded quality factor QL is the ratio of the magnitude of the reactance of either L or C at
resonance, to the total circuit resistance.
 In real physical reactive elements there are always some resistive losses.
 The loss in a component (a capacitor or an inductor) can be described in terms of its Q.
For example, if a lossy inductor is placed in parallel with a lossless capacitor, the Q of the resulting
parallel circuit is almost equal to the Q of the inductor.
 The unloaded-Q (QU) is the Q associated with the reactive elements only (i.e., without the load).

Loaded-Q
The loaded Q of a resonant circuit is dependent upon three main factors:
1. The source resistance (Rs).
2. The load resistance (RL).
3. The component Q-factor as defined above.
The resonant circuit sees an equivalent RP resistance, RS in parallel with RL, as the load.
The RP resistance is smaller in value than either RS or RL
RP = (RS x RL) / (RS + RL)
Assuming lossless components:




RP = equivalent parallel resistance of RS and RL
XP = inductive or capacitive reactance (both equal
at resonant frequency)

To optimize the loaded-Q there are two options. First, we can select the optimum values for
source and load impedances, or second, we can use different ratio values for L and C.
Decreasing the RP will decrease the Q of the resonant circuit, and an increase in RP will increase
the Q of the circuit. Can get the same effect if we keep RP constant and varying XP.

Example:
Using a parallel L-C circuit, at the same resonant frequency (178MHz), we get different Q values
just changing the L and C values, when keeping RP constant (50 Ω).
- If RP = 50 Ω, C = 8pF, L = 100nH, at 178MHz we get: XP = XC = XL = 111.8 Ω, results Q = 0.45
- If RP = 50 Ω, C = 400pF, L = 2nH, at 178MHz we get: XP = XC = XL = 2.2 Ω, results Q = 22.7

Impedance
Impedance is an important parameter to characterize electronic circuits, components, and
materials used to make components.
 Impedance Z is defined as the total opposition of a device or circuit to the flow of an alternating
current (AC) at a given frequency, and is represented as a complex quantity which is graphically
shown on a vector plane.




An impedance vector consists of a real part (resistance, R) and an imaginary part (reactance, X).
Impedance can be expressed using the rectangular-coordinate form: Z = R + jX
or in the polar form as a magnitude and phase angle: Z = |Z| ےθ



Impedance varies with frequency, when the effect of resistance is constant regardless of
frequency.

Maximum Power Transfer
Designing circuits involves the efficient transfer of the signals.
In the early days of electric motors, it was found that to get the most efficient transfer of power from the
battery (source) into the motor (load) required that the resistance of the different parts of the circuit be
the same, in other words, matched; this is known as the maximum power transfer theorem.
 For DC circuits, maximum power will be transferred from a source to its load if the load resistance
equals the source resistance. A simple proof of this theorem is given by the following example:

The circuit and graph to prove the condition for maximum power transfer

(vs and vout refer to r.m.s. value)
With the equation above we can calculate and plot the power delivered to the load for various load
resistances. When the load is zero, no power can be delivered to it, and as the resistance RL increases
above zero, the voltage across it and dissipated power increases.
As the RL further increases, the value of POUT reaches a peak (where RL = Rs) and thereafter decreases.

Impedance Matching




The main role in any Impedance Matching scheme is to force a load impedance to “look like” the
complex conjugate of the source impedance, and maximum power can be transferred to the load.
When a source termination is matched to a load with passive lossless two-port network, the
source is conjugated matched to the input of the network, and also the load is conjugate matched
to the output of the network.
Any reactance between Rs and RL reduces the current in RL and with it the power dissipated in RL.

To restore the dissipation to the maximum that occurs when Rs = RL, the net reactance of the loop must
be zero. This occurs when the load and source are made to be complex conjugates one of another, so
they have the same real parts and opposite type reactive parts.
If the source impedance is Zs = R + jX, then its complex conjugate would be Zs* = R − jX.

Impedance Matching of a resistive source and a complex load for maximum power transfer



Using only one series reactive element between two equal resistive terminations creates a voltage
drop that reduces the voltage across the load. Impedance Matching can eliminate or minimize the
unwanted reactance through a range of frequencies.
The matching process becomes more difficult when real parts of the terminations are unequal, or
when they have complex impedances.

Example:
Match a 50 Ω resistive source at 100MHz, to a 50 Ω resistive load that has in series a 1.59pF
capacitance.
Since the terminations are equal, the required matching circuit can be a series inductor to negate the
reactance of the series capacitance.
XC = 1 / (ω x C) = 1 / (2 x π x f x C) = 1 / (2 x 3.14 x 100 x 106 x 1.59 x 10-12) = 1000 Ω
At 100 MHz the capacitive reactance Xc = – j1000 Ω
We need to negate this capacitive reactance by adding +j1000 Ω in series (series inductor).
At resonance: XC = XL = ω x L
The matching inductor: L = XL / ω = 1000 / (2 x π x f ) = 1000 / (2 x 3.14 x 10 x 106) = 1.59uH
Adding just a 1.59uH series inductor between the two resistive terminations provides match at 100MHz.


Conjugate match is obtained only at one frequency, where the two reactive components resonate.
As the frequency is increased or decreased from this value, the transmitted power rolls off at a
rate determined by the loaded-Q of the circuit.

.

When Rs = RL matching requires only a series reactive element
The 3-dB frequency bandwidth of a matching network is: BW3dB = fR / Qseries
Q for series resonance is:
Qseries = (Reactance of one resonant element at fR) / (Total series resistive loading)
In the above example using 1000 Ω reactance, and (50+50)Ω total resistive loading, gives Qseries = 10
So, BW 3dB = (10 x 106) / 10 = 10MHz

If in the above example the load capacitance was in parallel with R L, then a parallel inductor would be
used to resonate the load parasitic capacitance.
In this case Q for parallel resonance is:
Qparallel = (Total parallel resistive loading) / (Reactance of one resonant element at fR)


Matching high-Q terminations leads to narrow bandwidths.

For a given resistance, there are few possibilities for high-Q when associated parasitic reactance is one
of the following:
- Large series or small parallel inductance
- Small series or large parallel capacitance
When the resistive portion is very small or very large (i.e. input resistance of a high-power transistor, or
output impedance of a low-current device), even small amount of parasitic inductance or capacitance can
lead to high-Q making Impedance Matching a challenging task.



In parallel resonant circuits, high-value loading resistors lead to high-Q, while in series circuits the
opposite is true.
A broader band match usually can be obtained when the tuning is performed close to the load.
Accepting an approximate match at the center frequency may result in a better average match
over the operating band.

Common mistake of Impedance Matching is to connect a source Zs = R +jX to a load ZL = R + jX.
The net result is the real part of the source, R, sees an effective load of R + j2X, leading to power
reflection back to the source.

Interconnecting two identical complex impedances doesn’t lead to maximum power transfer
If the two terminations are not equal (as in the previous example) first have to develop a technique to
take care about this issue, and then expand the technique to also include reactive elements.
At a single frequency, an appropriate pair of L-C elements can provide a match to both terminations.
Impedance Matching using Resistor Networks
Using a resistive network can match simultaneous input and output, but create more loss.
R1 = RS – (RL x R2) / (RL + R2)
R2 = RL – √ [(RS) / (RS - RL)]
For example, if there is a series-parallel resistor combination to match 50 Ω source and 5 Ω load
simultaneous, the transmission loss it will increases to 21.6dB.
Impedance Matching using Transformers
Another possible option to match resistive source and resistive load is to use transformers.



Transformers convert source power from one voltage and current level to another voltage and
current level.
 The load impedance is transformed as a square of the voltage-transformation ratio.
The ratio of the voltage transformation comes from the number of turns on the input winding (primary),
divided by the number of turns on the output winding (secondary).
To achieve Impedance Matching, the Turns Ratio of the transformer is the square root of the ratio of
Load Resistance over the Source Resistance.
Turns Ratio = √ (Load Resistance / Source Resistance)


For example to match a 50 Ω resistive source to a 5 Ω resistive load we need a transformer with:
5
Turns Ratio =
= 0.32
50
That means if the primary has 100 turns, the secondary must have 100 x 0.32 = 32 turns.

The terms step-up or step-down refer to ability of the transformer to change (transform) the voltage or the
current that passes through it.
 The amount of power (P = I x V) that goes into a transformer is always equal to the amount of
power that comes out (discounting negligible losses). While a step-down transformer is changing
the input voltage to a lower voltage, it is also changing the input current to higher current.
 Transformers match only the “real” part of the impedance. If there is a large amount of reactance
in the load, a transformer will not eliminate these reactive components. In fact, a transformer may
exaggerate the reactive portion of the load impedance. This reactive component results in power
that is reflected to the generator.
 Transformers however works poorly at microwave frequencies, but provide wider bandwidths than
L-C matching circuits.
Advantages of using transformers for Impedance Matching are:
- Wide bandwidth, exceeding 1000 MHz.
- Excellent amplitude and phase balance.
- Higher return loss (lower VSWR) at the primary side.
Impedance Matching using Quarter-Wave (λ/4) Transmission Lines
An impedance transformer may be realized by inserting a section of a different transmission line with
appropriate characteristic impedance.
A quarter-wave impedance transformer is a component used in RF engineering consisting of a length of
transmission line one quarter of a wavelength (λ/4) long and terminated in some known impedance ZL.
 Although quarter-wave transformer can in theory used to match complex impedances, it is more
common to use it to match real impedances.
 However, a complex load impedance can always be transformed to a real impedance by adding
the correct series or shunt reactive component.
At the operating frequency, the electrical length of the matching section is λ/4. But at other frequencies
the length is different, so a perfect match is no longer obtained. The quarter wave transformer has a
limited bandwidth, like other transformation methods.

Zo = √ (Zin x ZL)
The characteristic impedance of the quarter-wave line is the geometric average of Zin and ZL.

a)

A quarter-wave λ/4 transformer
provides a perfect match at only one
frequency.
b)
A broadband design may be obtained
by a cascade of λ/4 line sections of
gradually varying their characteristic
impedance.
It is not possible to obtain exactly zero reflection coefficient for all frequencies in the desired band.
Therefore, available design approaches specify a maximum reflection coefficient (or maximum VSWR)
which can be tolerated in the frequency band of operation.
 The change of characteristic impedances Zn must increase ore decrease monolithically.
c)

Another broadband matching approach may use a tapered line transformer with continuously varying
characteristic impedance along its length (characteristic impedance varies continuously in a smooth
fashion).
In this case, the design obtains reflection coefficients lower than a specified tolerance at frequencies
exceeding a minimum value.
 The required length of the taper section should be about 0.5 to 1.5 of wavelength.
A different narrow-band approach involves the insertion of a shunt imaginary admittance on the line.
Often, the admittance is realized with a section (or stub) of transmission line and the technique is
commonly known as stub matching. The end of the stub line is short-circuited or open-circuited, in
order to realize an imaginary admittance.
A second narrow-band example involves the insertion of series impedance (stub) along the line.

Shunt-stub

Series-stub

Impedance matching using L-C sections
Any two resistive terminations can be simultaneous matched by adding two reactive
elements between them.
If we need to match in a narrow frequency a source Rs and a load RL, we can get almost the
same performance by using a high-pass or low-pass network configuration.

The pass-band performances near the matching frequency are very similar for both networks,
when the out-of-band characteristics of the low-pass and high-pass are different.
A low-pass rejects signals at the high-end, and allow passing at low frequencies.
The high-pass network does the opposite.

Four possible single matching L-C networks
To increase the impedance level, the series matching element must be placed next to the
termination with smaller resistance.
Steps to follow for Impedance Matching using two reactive elements:
1) Add a series reactive element next to RSMALLER and a parallel one to RLARGER. Series element could
be either Inductor or Capacitor but the parallel one must be opposite type.
If the series element is an inductor we create a low-pass topology, and when the series element is a
capacitor we get a high-pass topology.
 In case of transistor matching, usually the gain of the transistor is higher at lower frequencies, so
there may be a low-frequency stability problem. In such a case, sometimes a high-pass LC
network at the input (series C, shunt L) may be more stable.
 At the output of the transistor harmonic filtering is required this can be done with a low-pass
matching network (series L, shunt C).
2) Add a series reactive element to RSMALLER and a parallel one to RLARGER, forms two sub-networks,
one inductive and other capacitive (one in series and one in parallel), and they must represent
complex conjugates impedances to each other, at design frequency.
Therefore, the Q-factors of these two sub-networks must be equal at the matching frequency.

Q = Q S = QP =

3) Knowing the Q-values, we can find the series and parallel elements, reactances, and get the
values of the inductor and capacitor of the network using the following equations:

Example:
To match a 5 Ω to a 50 Ω resistive load at 850MHz, we can add a series inductor to RSMALLER (5 Ω)
and a shunt capacitor to RLARGER (50 Ω).
To calculate the required Q-factors for the new sub-networks:

To find the inductor and the capacitor values at 850MHz we use:




A low-pass L-C section used to match two resistive terminations shows an asymmetric broadband
frequency response, with negligible loss near the matching frequency.
Loss below matching frequency is caused by the mismatch between the two terminations.

Mismatch Loss [dB] = 10 x LOG (1 - Γ2)



Loss above matching frequency is caused by the roll-off the low-pass network (12dB/octave
slope).
An L-C matching network response shows symmetry only near the matching frequency, and the
3dB bandwidth is meaningless if the mismatch loss between the two terminations is less than 3dB.

Tapped Capacitive Impedance Transformer
The tapped capacitor circuit is another approximate method for obtaining impedance level
transformation.

When RS < RL

The maximum value of the inductance LMAX used by the tapped impedance transformer is:

The upper limit of L is when C2 is not required, while at low L/C ratios the circuit becomes sensitive to
small component value changes.
As a general rule, L must be smaller than LMAX but not very much smaller.
Example:
If C1 = 100pF, and C2 = 200pF, we can match: Rs = 50 Ω with RL = 450 Ω
If the matching frequency is 100MHz, the maximum value of parallel inductance will be, L = 253nH
Bandwidth of the Matching Networks
In the example above matching section can be either low-pass or high-pass. Comparing the
frequency responses of the low-pass and high-pass networks shows considerable difference.


The low-pass network absorbs the parasitics on both sides, while the high-pass circuit resonate
them, resulting in narrower bandwidth.

If the bandwidth obtained by a single section L-C network is not sufficient, we can increase it by
adding another section. Instead transforming the impedance directly from one to another, first
transform to an intermediate impedance RINT and finish the matching circuit with a second L-C
section.
Advantage of the Tee or Pi networks is: using an extra element there is an extra degree of freedom to
control the value of Qn in addition to performing impedance transformation/matching.
 For equal component sensitivities set the RINT = √ (RS x RL)
 RINT is not an actual component: it only indicates the intermediate impedance level.
 If the increase is not sufficient, adding more sections brings further bandwidth improvement.
The bandwidth improvement is caused by reducing the termination ratio, which in turn reduces the
Q of the matching sections.
 When 3 elements are used in a matching network, we are no longer limited to a single value of
network Q as using 2 element circuit. For a given set of source/load resistances now we can
select any Q higher than the one when using 2 element L type network.
 The 3 element Pi or Tee type networks can match a source that is either higher or lower than the
load resistance, simply by alternating ratio of the two shunt components.

Pi and T (tee) type matching networks on Smith Chart

The Pi network can be described as two “back to back” L networks that are both configured to match the
load and the source to a virtual resistance located at the junction between the two networks.
The virtual resistance RINT must be smaller than either RS or RL because is connected to the series arm
of each L section.
RINT is defined by the desired Loaded-Q of the circuit that was specified by the design process.

where RLARGEST is the largest terminating resistance Rs or RL.
The Tee network design is the same as for Pi network except that with Tee you match the load and the
source, through two L-type networks to a virtual RINT resistance which is larger than either Rs or RL.
The Tee network is often used to match two low valued impedances when a high-Q arrangement is
needed. The Loaded-Q of the Tee network is determined by the L section that has the highest Q.
The L section with highest Q will occur at the end which has the smallest terminating resistance (each
terminating resistor is in the series leg of each network).

where RSMALLEST is the smallest terminating resistance Rs or RL.
Impedance Matching of Complex Terminations


In case of complex loads maximum power will be transferred when source is conjugately matched
to a load. So, transform one complex termination to the complex conjugate of the second
termination.
 If a load is purely resistive, the source should appear to be resistive with the same value.
 If the load is complex the source should appear to have the same resistance but the opposite
reactance. The two reactances will then cancel (resonate) leaving only the identical source and
load resistances.
 When a network transforms a given load to complex conjugate of a given source, the reverse is
also true. The source is simultaneously transformed by the same network into complex conjugate
of the load.
When one or both of the impedances to be matched already has imaginary parts, two possibilities exist
for computing (absorption or resonance).
- Absorb the parasitic into matching network.
- Resonating the excessive parasitic inductance or parasitic capacitance.
 Source and load inductance or capacitance may be integrated into the matching network as long
as the Q-factor of the termination does not exceed the computed nodal-Q of the L-C network.
The limit is set by the resistance ratio of the terminations to be matched.
When the parasitic of termination exceed the maximum value that the matching network can absorb use
one of the two situations:
- Fully resonate the parasitics and proceed matching to the leftover resistive part of the
termination
- Resonate only the excessive part of the parasitic and use the remainder as part of the matching
circuit.
 Both these resonance-based techniques reduce the bandwidth, the more reactance we have to
resonate, the narrower the frequency response becomes.

Source with series inductance

Load with parallel capacitance

When the Q of a termination exceeds the limit set by the nodal-Q calculations, we need to neutralize the
excessive amount of parasitic reactance.
In the example below, the 20pF parallel load capacitance is 8.8pF higher than the maximum limit, set by
the computed Q of 3.0, and it is fully resonated by the inductor LR.

after that we can combine LR and LM in a single parallel inductor LMR

If the inductor LR is selected to resonate 8.8pF of the 20pF load capacitance, the remaining 11.2pF can
be used with inductor LM to match the two terminations.
We get more bandwidth this approach compared to the circuit shown above.

Impedance Matching with Transmission Lines using Smith Chart
Smith Chart is a good choice when Impedance Matching is done using transmission lines.
 Cascading transmission lines always follow a clockwise rotation on the Smith Chart.





Moving away from a termination on a transmission line, always follow a clockwise circular rotation
on the Smith Chart.
If the chart is normalized to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, the rotation is a
along a concentric circle.
The radius of the concentric circle is determined by the normalized termination.
A complex source can be matched to the 50Ω
load with a cascade series transmission line
and a parallel short-circuited stub.
There are 4 adjustable parameters:
ZTL, ӨTL, ZSS, ӨSS

A parallel stub is treated as an equivalent parallel inductor or capacitor at specific frequencies,
depending on what type of reactance it represents.
If we use several cascade lines with different characteristic impedances, the Smith chart must always be
renormalized to the appropriate impedance.





Following a counter-clockwise rotation on the chart is equivalent to de-embedding, which is
incorrect for this application.
Moving away from any termination (source or load) with a transmission line, always leads to a
clockwise rotation.
In general, one shunt capacitor and two series transmission lines is sufficiently to transform any
load to any input impedance.

Example:
Transform a load ZL = 30 + j10, to an input Zin = 60 + j80, at frequency f = 1.5GHz
Steps for Impedance Matching with Transmission Lines using Smith chart:
- From ZL go to point A using a series-TL (l1 = 0.055λ)
- From point A go to point B using a shunt capacitor (C1 = 4.37pF)
- From point B go to Zin using a series-TL (l2 = 0.26λ)

Impedance Matching Guide using Smith Chart
Impedance Matching issues can be analyzed as trajectories on the Smith Chart, where the
addition of a series or shunt component moves the total impedance along constant impedance,
admittance, or resistance circles.




If the task is to match specific impedance to a reference impedance (generally to 50 Ω), then the
target of the impedance matching is to arrive at the center of the Smith Chart by moving along the
arcs from the initial point.
If the task is to provide impedance matching to an impedance other than the reference
impedance, then the end point of the matching trajectory must be the conjugate of the target
impedance.

Constant-Q lines can be plotted on the Smith Chart to estimate the matching network bandwidth.





The closer an Impedance Matching trajectory comes to the edge of the Smith Chart, the narrower
the bandwidth.
Maximum bandwidth for a given matching network can be obtained by keeping the trajectories
short, well away from the edges of the Smith Chart, and as close as possible to the real axis.
If the target is to design a circuit with a specific bandwidth (equal to a certain Q), one vertex of the
matching trajectory must touch the desired constant-Q arc, and all other trajectory points should
be well inside of lower Q regions.


Impedance Matching of Balanced Circuits




Introducing a virtual ground between the terminals of the balanced circuit ports, the Impedance
Matching of balanced circuits can be reduced to the situation of single-ended circuits.
Then we can match the individual halves of the balanced circuits the same was as in single-ended
circuits.
After the networks are derived, the virtual ground may be eliminated to save components.

Example:
I we have to match at 850MHz the 10 Ω differential output ZOUT of an amplifier, to the 100 Ω input
impedance ZIN of the second amplifier, we can use the following approach.

With the help of a virtual ground the balanced ports can be split into unbalanced ports.
Input and output impedances of the unbalanced ports are half of the balanced ports.

The unbalanced L-C circuit used to match 5 Ω to 50 Ω is a standard
L-type matching network using a series L and a shunt C.

 After establishing the unbalanced matching circuits the virtual ground can be eliminated.
The two 11.2pF capacitors can be combined into a single floating 5.6pF capacitor. The two balanced
ports are now matched to each other at desired frequency.
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